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Directions:

~ Card No.1 – Fun & Sun - Top Slider Card

1. Open the card and mea-
sure/mark a ¾” margin all 
around the right side of the 
card. Using a craft knife, 
cut along the left and right 
marks only. 

2. To decorate the outside, 
cut Sand Dollars (B-side) 
to 5” x 5” and adhere to the 
center card front. 

3. Cut Under the Sea to 4¾” square. Round corners and pop up in the center 
card front.

4. Make a large bow with striped ribbon, pop-up the Fun & Sun cut-apart tag 
with an inserted metal brad and pop-up a turtle looking towards the tag. 

5. For the pop-up slider: Cut a strip of leftover paper ½” wide and 8½” tall. Score 
this strip on the 8½” side at 2½” and at 6½”. Slide each end of this strip through 
the back of the card to the inside and meet the two ends in the center of the card. 

Overlap the one end onto the branding strip and glue in place. This will allow the band to slide up and down. 

6. Slider Card: Cut a piece of Splish Splash (B-side) 3¾” square. Round corners. Add a fussy cut girl, three shells and 
“You Are My Sunshine”. Fold a small piece of navy ribbon in half and glue the ends to the front & back of this slider 
card. To the inside kraft card, add a small amount of glue along the bottom and right edge, permanently closing the 
card. 
7. Cut a piece of Splish Splash 4¼” square and add to the back of the card.
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Designed by  ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Sun Kissed 8x8 Paper Pack    (4502677) 
1 pk Antique Brass Stamped Metal Brads (4500422) 
1 ea Bon Voyage & French Blue Trim  (4502293) 
1 pk 5¼” x 5¼” Square Cards & Env—Kraft (4502656)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, scoring tools, bone folder, ruler, 
corner punch, craft knife & cutting pad, corner rounder, small 
hole punch, various adhesives, foam adhesive, Opt: light ink

Notes: 
•	For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
•	A sandal template is located on page 3. Trace the template 

onto a piece of paper to be cut out and used.
•	Measurements	are	width	x	height	unless	specified.
•	The following instructions are for three cards. Use the 

remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three 
additional cards by following the steps using other papers! 

— Flip-Flop Card Set —



~ Card No.2 – Sun Kissed with Flip-Flop Insert  - Top Folding Card  

1. Cut a piece of Sail Away 5” x 5”. Add to the center of the card front. Fussy 
cut	around	the	flowers	of	Sun	Kissed.	Cut	to	5”	wide	and	5”	tall	and	add	to	the	
left side of the card, gluing on only the left and bottom to create a pocket.
2.	 Using	 the	 included	 flip-flop	 template	
(page 3), cut two squares of Under the 
Sea, each 4” x 5”. Fold the rectangle in half 
to create a folded 2” x 5” card with one A 
side out and one with B side out. Place the 
left of the Flip-Flop pattern just over the 
fold and cut around the pattern. Repeat 
this with the second piece of Under the 
Sea (B-side). Following the pattern, punch 
three holes on the front (A-side only). 
With a 10” length of navy ribbon, feed 
the ribbon through the 3 holes, creating 
straps. Secure the ribbon on the back with 

a	piece	of	double	sided	tape	and	add	a	brad	at	the	“toe”.	Glue	the	2nd	piece	of	flip	
flop	to	the	inside	of	the	first	card,	covering	the	holes,	the	ends	of	the	brad	and	the	
ribbon ends. Tuck into the pocket. 
3. Place a strip of The Sun Sand & Sea with “Sun Kissed” on the bottom inside of the card. Add the fussy-cut little girl 
above the bottom strip. 

~ Card No.3 – Set Sail Top Slider Card
1. Open the card and measure/mark a ¾” margin all around the right side of 
the card. Using a craft knife, cut along the left and right marks only.  Follow the 
directions in Card #1 – directions #5 for the slider mechanism.
2. Cut a piece of Under the Sea (B-side) to 
3¾” x 3¾”. Adhere pre-fussy cut “children 
playing	on	the	wharf”	 to	 the	top	of	 this	flip	
flop	mechanism.		Set	aside.
3. Cut a piece of Under the Sea (B-side) to 
5x5” square. Adhere to the card front. Cut 
Splish Splash with horizontal stripes 4¾” 
square. Round the corners if desired. Pop-up 
onto card center. Cut a piece of Sail Away to 
3¾” square and pop-up onto card center.
4. To the front of the card add a thin strip of 
“Building Sand Castles” from Kids at Play, a 
popped up “Set Sail” tag with a piece of light 
blue ribbon and a popped up fussy cut ship. 

5. Add the Under the Sea card from #2 above to the pop-up slider. Add a 6” folded 
piece of ribbon to the top of the slider. Glue the card closed on the right and bottom 
only. Cut a piece of Sail Away 4¼” square. Add to the back of the card, making sure 
to glue only on the very edges.
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You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using other paper from the collection!

•	Find	details	on	the	Graphic	45	YouTube	Channel	•
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